Batch PLANT

Better plant performance
begins at the batch house
An efficient batch plant supplying high quality mixed raw materials is the
key to producing high quality glass from the furnace. Here D D Burgoon*
urges manufacturers to look to the
batch house as the starting point for
improving overall plant performance.
oday many glass manufacturers are faced with
the need for greater
production capacity and
the need for greater
product quality to better compete
and to improve the bottom line. As a
new glass process line is designed
and installed or as an existing furnace is rebuilt, not only is the focus
on the furnace, but it is also on the
batch plant to help achieve these
primary objectives.
TECO approaches a glass manufacturing process as a chain and the
process performance is only as good
as the weakest link in the chain.
The best glass furnace, and/or furnace operation, cannot make quality glass unless the furnace is fed by
a batch plant that produces high
quality mixed batch. Here some of
the various batch plant process
loops are discussed.

T

Raw materials handling
The raw materials unloading system
is designed (or redesigned) to avoid
contamination from material to
material, as well as avoiding segregation of respective raw materials.
Another important consideration is
minimising segregation of the materials as the silos are filled.

Batch weighing systems
The discharge of the respective raw
materials from storage is critical and
mass flow from each silo must be
achieved either by proper silo bottom design, or by the use of mechanical flow enhancement devices. Each
weigh feeder is designed for both
capacity and resolution, which is necessary to achieve desired statistical
weighing accuracy. For fine mesh
materials, with erratic flow characteristics, such as with E glass batch
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materials, TECO has
designed and uses
the Superfine feeder
which regulates
material flow and
delivers material to
the scale in minute
resolution for proper
weighing accuracy.
The scale system is
the heart of a batch
plant. The capacity
and resolution of
each scale is designed
to deliver desired statistical performance
to suit each ingrediThe head house floor of a batch plant designed and built by TECO.
ent’s weighing
requirements. Scale systems are
instrumentation incorporates elecdesigned and installed to prevent
tronic digital filtering to provide a
insidious weighing errors caused by
stable scale even on an operating
internal weigh hopper pressure, or
piece of equipment.
pressure acting on the discharge
Mixed batch handling
gate or feeder.
Homogeneity of mixed batch delivCheck scale
ered to the furnace is also an area
A check scale is an essential part of
that has improved significantly in
every TECO batch plant. Even
recent times. Modern day furnace
though each raw material is checked
bins have both input and output
for accuracy after weighing, it is posprovisions for mass flow, which
sible to obtain a batch error from
assures unsegregated delivery of
several sources, such as load cell
batch to the furnace doghouse.
failure or operator intervention. A
Cullet return
check scale may be redundant, but it
Automatic return of both hot and
is economical and provides assurcold cullet is a basic part of
ance that an off recipe batch will not
virtually all glass plants today,
be delivered to the furnace. After
primarily to eliminate manual
all, a check scale will more than pay
handling and the associated safety
for itself by catching just one off
hazards. Maintenance free time is
recipe batch and thus preventing
important in cullet handling and
lost production.
high wear resistant materials curThe check scale can be installed
rently available prolong the need
before or after the mixer or pneufor maintenance.
matic blender/transporter, or, in an
effort to conserve space and cost,
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the mixer or blender/transporter
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can be mounted on load cells to act
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as a check scale. Today’s scale
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